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Single crystals with composition Lu3Al5O12 were synthesized using Czochralski 
and micro-pulling-down melt growth techniques.  Polycrystalline ceramics of the same 
composition were synthesized by vacuum annealing of powders prereacted using a 
citrate-nitrate combustion technique and by spark-plasma-sintering of powders prereacted 









 ions.  Cerium-doped 
Czochralski-grown single crystals were compared to cerium-terbium codoped 
Czochralski-grown and micro-pulling down single crystals.  Cerium-terbium codoped 
single crystals are also compared to similarly-activated polycrystalline ceramics sintered 
under vacuum using combustion-synthesized prereacted powders. X-ray diffraction 
analysis and fluorescence characterization were used to determine successful formation 
of single-phase LuAG and successful incorporation of doping species.  Absorbance, 
fluorescence, radioluminescence, and scintillation decay analyses were used to compare 
synthesis processes and activator selection. 
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1. Introduction: Scintillator Principles, Properties, and Synthesis 
 
1.1 Objectives 
This thesis is a study of the synthesis of Lutetium Aluminum Garnet, a ceramic 
material with the composition Lu3Al5O12, and the way in which a particular synthesis 
method, as well as choice of activators for scintillation, affects its performance in 
detecting ionizing radiation.  The differences in scintillation performance and 
fluorescence behavior between single crystal and polycrystalline synthesis of Lutetium 
Aluminum Garnet, henceforth referred to as “LuAG,” is explored by comparing single 
crystals grown by the Czochralski method and the micro-pulling-down method to 
polycrystalline ceramics sintered from pre-reacted single-phase LuAG powders.   
The primary motivation for this work is to investigate novel synthesis routes to, 
and alternative activator species for, LuAG in order to reduce the cost and improve the 
performance of detectors used in medical imaging devices such as Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET) and Computed Tomography (CT) scanners.  As will be discussed, the 
scintillation, fluorescence, and crystalline properties of LuAG give it certain advantages 
over other detector materials.  Specifically, the cubic crystal structure of LuAG is 
desirable for sintering optically transparent ceramics and the fluorescence emissions of 
LuAG activated with either cerium or praseodymium match well to the spectral 
sensitivity of silicon-based photodetectors. 
 
1.2  Scintillation Mechanisms in Inorganic Materials 
Scintillation is the process by which an energetic photon or particle is absorbed by 
a material and converted into a fast pulse of visible light.  Depending on the type of 
radiation being detected, a scintillator may be in the form of a glass, crystal, liquid, or gas 
and may be composed of organic and inorganic components.  Because LuAG is an 
inorganic crystal, we restrict our discussion on the mechanisms of scintillation to this 
class of material. 
The energy states of inorganic crystalline materials govern the process of 
scintillation.  A conceptual energy diagram of a typical inorganic scintillator is shown in 
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Figure 1.  Because scintillators are primarily insulator materials, all electrons are bound 
to the crystal lattice and are represented by a filled valence band.  Correspondingly, the 
empty conduction band represents the range of energies which electrons can exist and 
move freely through the crystal given they have sufficient energy.  Between the valence 
band and the conduction band is an area of energy known as the “band gap” where 
electrons are forbidden to exist in a pure crystal.  In most scintillator host matrices, the 
band gap energy is typically too large for a photon, emitted by the return of an electron to 
the valence band, to lie in the visible region.  Therefore, to enhance the probability of 
obtaining visible photon emission, small amounts of impurities called “activators” are 
introduced into the pure crystal matrix.  These activators create special sites in the crystal 
lattice of a material and form energy states within the band gap.   
When ionizing radiation is absorbed by the crystal, electrons are excited into the 
conduction band.  Each excited electron leaves behind a hole in the normally filled 
valence band; the formation of the electron and hole together is known as an electron-
hole pair.   Once created, a hole drifts to the site of an activator and ionizes it.  The 
activator is subsequently neutralized once a free electron from the conduction band 
migrates to the site.  In many cases, the electron and hole drift together through the 
crystal until the pair simultaneously encounters the activator site.  This bound pair of 
electron and hole is known as an “exciton.”  If the interaction of the activator site with an 
electron-hole pair or exciton results in an excited configuration with an allowed transition 
back to the ground state, de-excitation will occur promptly and with high probability for 
photon emission.  Fluorescence, the prompt emission of a visible photon via the process 
described above, can be achieved with proper choice of activator. 
The fastest known scintillation in inorganic crystals with large band gaps is found 
primarily through the addition of lanthanide elements which have allowable 5d-4f 
electron shell transitions.  These transitions are observed primarily in cerium, 
praseodymium, and neodymium.  The other lanthanides de-excite mainly by the slow, 
forbidden 4f-4f transitions.  Of the three, the Ce
3+
 ion has the lowest energy difference 
between the 5d and 4f states; this increases the probability that energy is transferred 





Figure 1. Conceptual energy diagram of an inorganic scintillator with an activator. 
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sensitivity of a particular photosensor.  Consequently, the smaller energy difference also 
slightly lowers the probability for radiative transition and thus lowers the overall decay.  
However, most materials doped with cerium have been found to have decay times as low 
as 25ns which is still in the range of interest for fast scintillators.  It follows that cerium is 
the most common activator used in the discovery of fast scintillators [1]. 
Figure 2 illustrates the configurational coordinate diagram for a Ce
3+
 ion [2].  The 
two parabolas correspond to the lower 4f ground state and the higher 5d excited state 
whose difference allows for the prompt emission of visible photons as described above.  
Also, the electrons can be directly excited by visible photons with high enough energy.  
Lattice perturbations will result in a change to the energy curves and thus excitation by 
visible photons will occur at higher energies, and lower wavelengths, than emission.  In 
addition, vibrations of the activator about its equilibrium position will create broad bands 
of absorption and emission wavelengths.  These fluorescence excitation and emission 
processes can also be applied to Pr
3+
, another fast activator used in LuAG, and is further 
discussed in Chapter 2. 
 
1.3 Limitations to Scintillator Performance 
 Having described the general mechanisms of scintillation in most inorganic 
crystals, it is important to discuss the limitations to their performance in converting 
ionizing radiation into visible light pulses.  These are best described in the 1993 article by 
Lempicki et al. [3].  In this paper, two scintillation properties of primary significance are 
reviewed: efficiency and speed.  Stopping power is also cited as a primary limiting factor; 
however it is omitted from review since it can already be characterized reasonably well 
by the density of a material.    
To describe scintillation efficiency, a relationship derived in earlier studies of 
phosphor systems excited by ionizing radiation was employed and is defined as 
        
This relation divides the overall quantum efficiency of the scintillation process into a 
simple product of three parameters β, S, and Q which correspond to conversion, transfer, 










The conversion parameter β describes the efficiency of a particle or photon of 
energy Eγ to produce a large number of electron-hole pairs.  Because it takes at least 2.3 
times the energy of the band gap (Eg) of a material to produce a single electron-hole pair, 
the conversion efficiency can be expressed as 
     
  
         
 
where ne-h is the number of electron-hole pairs produced by the absorption of one photon 
of energy Eγ.  By evaluating the energy required to create one ehp, it was shown that β 
can be directly evaluated from known material constants.  The parameter Q describes the 
quantum efficiency of the luminescent center.  The measurement of this parameter, as 
well as the measurement of Eg, are standard in the optical spectroscopy of solid materials 
and are thus well documented.   
This leaves the parameter S, the efficiency of the transfer process, as the only 
unknown.  This parameter cannot be empirically evaluated unless a model describing the 
transfer process in a given material is known.  Since only in a few cases has the transfer 
process been adequately described, the transfer efficiency must be experimentally 
determined.  It was shown that the light yield from a crystal, measured as the number of 
emitted photons per MeV of absorbed energy, could be expressed in terms of the three 
partial efficiencies β, S, and Q as 
   
    
     
      
Therefore, if the light yield for a given crystal can be measured, each partial efficiency 
can be determined. 
The next limiting factor in the scintillation process is the speed at which a crystal 
emits visible pulses of light after complete absorption of the incident photon or particle.  
In the fluorescence of activated crystals, the timing characteristics of emission are 
governed by the decay rate constants of the excited states of the activator.  The overall 
speed of scintillation is governed by this rate constant and the rate constant of the energy 
transfer process. The overall rate constant of scintillation is therefore determined by the 
slower of the two rates.  It was ultimately shown that in the search for the fastest possible 
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scintillator slow capture processes cannot be utilized regardless of their efficiency.  Thus 
a compromise between high speed and high efficiency must be considered when selecting 
materials for a particular application.  Also, the speed can be arbitrarily increased by 
introducing non-radiative processes but only at the expense of further reducing the 
overall efficiency. 
 
1.4 Detecting and Characterizing Scintillation Light 
Scintillator efficiency, timing, proportionality, and other characteristics involve 
the characterization of fluorescent light.  The overall amount of light emitted from a 
single scintillation event is extremely low.  In order to efficiently turn this light into a 
corresponding electrical signal, photomultiplier tubes (PMT) are typically employed.  
These devices consist of two major elements: a photocathode that emits electrons into 
vacuum when bombarded with visible light, and an electron multiplier source.  An 
illustration of a simplified structure of a photomultiplier is shown in Figure 3.   
One of the most important characteristics of a PMT is the quantum efficiency 
(QE) of the photocathode, which is defined as: 
   
                                
                          
 
This efficiency is governed by a number of qualities and characteristics of the 
photocathode material; which are thoroughly described in Knoll [4].  The overall result is 
that the QE of practical photocathodes is strongly dependent on wavelength and will have 
a maximum of 20-30 percent.  A copy of the spectral sensitivity curve from the data sheet 
for a Hamamatsu R2059 PMT, which is used in most scintillator measurements in this 
work, is shown in Figure 4 [5].   
It is observed that the sensitivity drops significantly for emission wavelengths 
longer than the maximum QE.  Therefore, slight red-shifting of emission wavelengths can 
have a severe effect on the measured light yield of a scintillator.  An alternative to the 
application of PMTs in photodetection that is currently being researched is the silicon 
photosensor.  With a band gap energy around 1.1 eV, silicon is an efficient medium to 








Figure 4. Spectral sensitivity curve for a Hamamatsu R2059 photomultiplier tube [5] 
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emission than a typical PMT.  Although scintillation properties were not investigated 
using silicon photodetectors in this work, it is important to note that the green emission 
from Ce-doped LuAG fits well with the spectral sensitivity of these devices. 
 
1.5  Physical Characteristics and Synthesis of Inorganic Crystalline Scintillators 
After describing the processes and mechanisms of scintillation, it is important to discuss 
the desirable physical and optical properties of scintillator materials and how to achieve 
them.  In addition to balancing efficiency and timing for the particular application, a 
scintillating material must demonstrate the following characteristics: 
1) The material should be of good optical quality and transparent to the wavelength 
of the induced luminescence.  
2) The materials should be able to be manufactured in sizes large enough for 
practical application. 
3) The wavelength of the induced luminescence should be matched to the maximum 
quantum efficiency of the intended photodetector.  If a photomultiplier tube is 
used, the index of refraction of the scintillator material should be close to that of 
glass (~1.5). 
Scintillators synthesized as single crystals are the ideal material form for achieving 
the first two criteria.  A single crystal consists of a single orientation of structured atoms 
with no breaks in orientation throughout the entire volume of the solid.  The absence of 
alternately-oriented crystals and the potential boundaries between them drastically 
reduces the loss of efficiency due to the scattering of emitted photons.  Also, since the 
only crystalline defects are either intrinsic or due to the incorporation of impurities, the 
values for density closest to the theoretical limit can be achieved in single crystals. 
Melt growth is the primary technique used for synthesizing single crystals large 
enough for practical detector applications.  A variety of melt growth techniques have 
been developed but the most common types used to grow LuAG and other dense single 
crystalline scintillators are crystal pulling and directional solidification.  The most 
commonly used crystal pulling technique is the Czochralski method. The basic process 
for Czochralski growth is illustrated in Figure 5.  The material to be grown is placed in a 
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crucible of suitable material and heated, in most cases by induction, until the charge is 
melted.  An oriented seed crystal attached to a rotating shaft is dipped into the molten 
material and is withdrawn at a rate slow enough for solidification and crystallization to 
occur.  When a desired length is reached, the crystal is extracted rapidly from the melt to 
reduce the diameter until it is free from the liquid.  The manipulation of pulling rate, 
rotation rate, thermal geometry, and atmosphere are the key components to the “art” of 
pulling crystals with minimal crystal imperfections [6]. 
A similar, more recently developed technique is the micro-pulling-down method 
[7].   The process is similar to the Czochralski method in that a single crystal is pulled 
from a melt using an oriented seed crystal. The method differs in the direction of pulling 
where the molten liquid is instead pulled downward through microchannels, or nozzles, at 
the bottom of the crucible as shown in Figure 6.  Although the resulting crystals are much 
smaller in dimension than those grown by Czochralski, this technique has the added 
benefit of being able to grow shaped crystals by passing the molten material through a 
nozzle with specific outlet geometries which can produce plates, square pixels, or circular 
rods.  In addition, all of the contents held by the crucible can be used to grow the crystal, 
unlike in Czochralski growth where residual material is inherent to the process. 
Segregation of impurities is an inherent property of all crystal pulling methods 
and is a critical parameter for the determination of activator concentration levels in a 
particular scintillator crystal.  A convenient parameter used to express the degree of 
segregation is the segregation coefficient, k, which is the ratio between the solid and 
liquid concentrations of activator at the interface of solidification [8].  The concentration 





where Cs is the concentration of activator in the solid, C0 is the initial activator 
concentration, and g is the fraction of melt that has been crystallized.  The ideal 
segregation coefficient approaches unity, which leads to equal concentration levels along 









Figure 6.  Drawing of the micro-pulling-down single crystal growth process. 
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to incorporate into the crystal matrix resulting in higher concentration variation through 
the length of the crystal. 
As earlier stated, induction is the primary heating method used in crystal pulling.  
Induction allows the production of high internal and external thermal gradients necessary 
for a high degree of control of solidification.  For materials with melting points above 
2000°C, such as LuAG and other high effective-Z scintillators, both the Czochralski and 
micro-pulling-down methods are limited to the use of iridium crucibles.  Iridium is the 
only material that can efficiently couple with an RF field and sustain structural integrity 
in this temperature range for prolonged periods.  However, the high cost and low 
workability of iridium, the significant electrical and cooling requirements needed to 
power and sustain temperatures above 2000°C, and the need to maintain a reducing 
atmosphere to prevent iridium oxidation add significant expense to the manufacturing of 
crystals using these two methods. 
It is important to briefly describe other synthesis methods that have previously 
been used to grow large single crystals of LuAG.  In the mid 20
th
 century, flux methods 
were widely used to produce single crystal garnets for the study and development of laser 
materials [9]. Flux growth methods involve growing crystals in a solvent which reduces 
the melting temperature of the desired compound.  Melt growth methods eventually 
provided both larger crystal sizes and higher growth rates and thus, in addition to the 
Czochralski method, the Bridgman directional solidification method found application 
[10].  In its simplest form, the Bridgman method utilizes a two-zone furnace and 
solidification is driven by the vertical or horizontal translation of the crucible or ampoule 
through the temperature gradient between the hot and cold zones.  Use of a conical shape 
or capillary at the bottom of the crucible or ampoule confines competing nucleation and 
grain growth processes to a small volume and allows only a single orientation to emerge 
into the remaining melt to solidify a single crystal.  Both the flux and Bridgman methods 
have the disadvantage of the incorporation of impurities from the flux or crucible 
material which may be detrimental to crystalline perfection and scintillation performance. 
It follows that a major aspect of current detector research involves finding lower 
cost alternatives to crystal pulling methods while maintaining good scintillation 
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properties. One area that has gained recent attention is the synthesis of optically 
transparent polycrystalline ceramics sintered from preformed powders.  A number of 
different solution techniques have been identified and used to obtain phase-pure LuAG.  
Based on previous research by the author on the phase equilibria and crystal chemistry of 
lutetium aluminates discussed in Chapter 2, the primary method used in this work focuses 
on a citrate-nitrate combustion technique based on a modified version of the nitrate 
solution synthesis technique invented by Pechini in 1967 [11]. 
The citrate-nitrate method has the advantages of high level of control of 
stoichiometry in the solution and the uniform distribution and incorporation of dopants. 
This solution technique is the primary method used in this work to produce preformed 
LuAG powders.  The process starts by mixing metal nitrates and citric acid in water.  
Once a gel is formed, the solution is dried to evaporate the water and form a dry 
amorphous precursor powder.  The precursor is then calcined in a furnace to induce 
combustion which in turn results in phase formation of the desired compound. 
Once the phase-pure LuAG powder is achieved, it is compacted and sintered in 
the attempt to achieve complete densification and transparency.  Sintering involves the 
fusion of neighboring particles in a compacted powder at temperatures slightly below the 
melting point of the material.  Of the numerous physical and chemical processes that 
occur during sintering, the most important are those of grain growth and pore coarsening.  
Residual pores with dimensions close to emission wavelengths can act as efficient 
scattering centers.  Also, crystal structures with non-isotropic optical properties can cause 
reflection of emitted photons at randomly oriented grain boundaries [12].   
Ultimately, the achievement of high density and controlled grain size is dependent 
on reducing the grain growth rate, increasing the densification rate, or some combination 
of the two [13].  As will be discussed in Chapter 2, and which is also the subject of this 
thesis, the current research on ceramic LuAG for scintillation involves the investigation 
into what combination of powder synthesis and densification techniques offer the best 
route to an efficient transparent polycrystalline scintillator.  These efforts, with the 
exception of reaction sintering, involve either the control of particle size resulting from a 
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solution reaction or the use of sintering techniques that have markedly increased 
densification rates.   
Reaction sintering is one promising method toward transparent LuAG because it 
has recently been shown to produce high quality YAG:Nd ceramic lasers with optical 
qualities similar to Czochralski-grown single crystals [39]. This technique involves 
thoroughly mixing constituent oxides, compacting them, and allowing them to react into 
the intended phase during sintering.  Although this process utilizes long anneal times 
which ultimately result in significant grain growth, the process still produces ceramic 
samples of good optical quality.  As will be shown in Chapter 2, LuAG ceramics with 
good optical quality have also been synthesized using reaction sintering.  However the 
scintillation properties of reaction-sintered ceramic LuAG, in comparison to single 
crystals, have not exhibited the same results as the lasing properties of YAG:Nd 
ceramics. 
Therefore more attention has been focused on synthesis of prereacted LuAG 
powders.   The most promising method to achieve large quantities of uniform, sub-
micron particles is Flame Spray Pyrolysis (FSP).  This technique, used to synthesize of a 
variety of industrial and commercial oxide powders [14], sprays and subsequently 
combusts droplets of a liquid precursor.  By controlling various parameters, the size of 
the resulting particles can be controlled from 1-200nm with production rates as high as 
250g per hour.  
The most promising sintering technique with high densification rate is Spark-
Plasma-Sintering (SPS).   This method uses low-voltage, high-current electrical pulses, 
assisted by high pressures, to spark a plasma between particles.  This plasma can create 
localized inter-particle temperatures as high as 10,000°C [15].  These intense sparks 
provide enough energy to vaporize surface contaminants and oxidation prior to 
densification.  With very fast densification rates, SPS has the potential to achieve high 
density values and transparency without necessarily imposing extreme limits on the 




2. Background:  Review of LuAG Scintillator Research and Crystal Chemistry 
 
2.1 Analysis of the Lu2O3-Al2O3 Phase Diagram 
Before reviewing scintillator research on LuAG, it is important to discuss crystal 
properties and formation of LuAG as well as the other stoichiometric oxides formed from 
the combination of lutetium oxide and aluminum oxide.  A diagram describing the 
equilibrium products resulting from mixing these two oxides is shown in Figure 7 [16].   
From the diagram, three stoichiometric compounds are observed.  Two compositions, 
Lu4Al2O9 and Lu3Al5O12 are both congruent melting phases; which are advantageous for 
growing single crystals from a melt.  We designate the 4:2 phase as “LuAM” due to its 
monoclinic crystal structure.  The other compound, LuAlO3, having a cubic perovskite 
crystal structure and therefore termed “LuAP,” is an incongruently melting compound 
and has a limited temperature range where it is thermodynamically favorable to form 
over the other compounds.  It has been shown that so far LuAP can only be synthesized 
as a pure phase using crystal pulling with a prescribed amount of undercooling.  
Equilibrium cooling or thermal annealing of LuAP results in decomposition of the phase 
into LuAG and LuAM or Lu2O3. 
The first reference to crystal structure analysis of LuAG is credited to the 1928 
review on the structures of rare earth aluminum garnets by Menzer [17]. Lu3Al5O12, and 
other rare earth aluminum garnets, were shown to crystallize with the body-centered 
cubic lattice with space group symmetry Ia3d.  The isostructural compound Y3Al5O12 is a 
common and highly used material for lasers and some scintillator applications and has a 
large knowledge base associated with it including, but not limited to, single crystal 
growth, ceramic synthesis, and crystal structure characterization.  It follows that nearly 
all aspects of LuAG research are referenced to previous works on YAG, and in some 
cases YAP. 
  
2.2 Early Evolution of LuAG Scintillator Research 
As early as the 1960’s, LuAG has been thoroughly investigated as a fluorescent 




Figure 7. Calculated phase diagram of the Lu2O3-Al2O3 system [16] 
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exhaustive review of the numerous reports of LuAG doped for lasing is beyond the scope 
of this thesis.  We therefore restrict our focus to works on LuAG concerned with the 
study of crystal structure, scintillation, and solution chemistry.  It is interesting to note, 
however, that one of the earliest reports on the study of Lutetium Aluminum Garnet as a 
fluorescent material was identified in a work published by Holloway and Kestigian in 
1967 [18].  In this work, cerium-doped LuAG was grown using a flux of lead oxide and 
lead fluoride.  Emission bands of the Ce
3+
 ion exhibited broad emission centered around 
530nm at room temperature.  Fluorescence measured at 77K revealed the splitting of the 
energy levels of the Ce
3+
 ion; which is characteristic of cerium when incorporated into 
materials with large band gaps. 
The 1990s saw a veritable renaissance in scintillator research, as evidenced by the 
timeline for discovery of new material systems for scintillators produced by Weber in 
1993 [19].  The motivation for new scintillator discovery came when requirements for 
new applications using ionizing radiation emerged, e.g. medical imaging, high energy 
physics, and security systems.  Among the various materials pursued for these 
applications, cerium-doped LuAG was identified as a potential scintillator to replace the 
then industry standard BGO crystal due to several favorable properties as illustrated in 
the review by van Eijk et al. [1].  The direct reference to the LuAG crystal measured to 
obtain these values has not been located; however it is assumed that the crystals were 
grown by the horizontal Bridgman method using molybdenum crucibles under vacuum 
based on the work by Ryskin et al. who reported on the scintillation properties of Sc-
doped LuAG [20]. 
A more extensive characterization of Ce-doped LuAG was performed by 
Lempicki et al. in 1995 [21].  Crystals of LuAG, as well as YAG, YAP, and LuAP were 
grown using the Czochralski method.  Excitation under 273nm and 350nm excitation 
showed broad emission centered at 510nm for the LuAG crystal   However, a doublet 
with peaks at 390nm and 425nm appeared under 273nm excitation and was speculated to 
be the result of second-phase LuAP present in the LuAG crystal.  Decay measurements of 
LuAG under 350nm excitation showed an initial component of 60ns.  In contrast, the 
LuAP crystal exhibited emission centered at 365nm and a decay time of 18ns.  With a 
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significantly fast decay and a density of 8.4 g/cc, cerium-doped LuAP became a strong 
candidate for PET and other fast timing applications and LuAG was hence overlooked in 
the pursuit of a “superior scintillator.”  Eventually, pure LuAP demonstrated significant 
difficulty to grow pure single crystals due to its phase instability and showed significant 
loss of light yield with increased crystal dimensions due to fluorescence self-absorption 
when doped with cerium [22]. 
 
2.3 Efforts to Improve the Scintillation Performance of LuAG 
In 2000, Nikl et al. began new efforts to further investigate cerium-doped LuAG 
given the difficulties of synthesizing pure single crystals of LuAP and LSO [23]. In this 
work, LuAG:Ce crystals were grown by Czochralski with 7000ppm cerium concentration 
resulting in the final crystal.  Fitting parameters used for the decay time data taken show 
leading a decay component of 50ns as well as slower components around 210ns and 
420ns.  Thermally-stimulated luminescence (TSL) peaks were observed in LuAG 
between 120-150K and at 285K.  It was noted that substantial lifetimes longer than 10
-3
 
seconds can reasonably characterize the traps responsible for the room temperature TSL 
peak which can result in significantly delayed energy transfer to the Ce
3+
 centers in 
LuAG.  It was suggested that point defects in the LuAG:Ce crystal needed further 
investigation in order to optimize the timing and overall efficiency. 
 It was also around this time that LuAG was being investigated as a thin film for 
use in x-ray detector screens.  The process of liquid-phase epitaxy was used to synthesize 
1.0-2.0 micrometer thick single crystal films of LuAG on YAG substrates.  A review of 
the synthesis and scintillation characteristics of LuAG films is beyond the scope of this 
thesis, however it is important to note that it was shown in the 2005 comparison of bulk 
LuAG:Ce single crystals to single crystal LuAG:Ce films by Zorenko et al. [24] that 
defects arising from Lu
3+
 ions residing in Al
3+
 lattice sites are responsible for intrinsic 
luminescence with an emission wavelength of 325 nm , a decay time around 540ns, and 
an excitation maximum at 175nm due to the radiative electron-hole recombination around 
the defect.  With an absorption around 340nm, Ce
3+
 luminescence can be excited via the 
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antisite luminescence and therefore give rise to the appearance of slow components in the 
overall decay in LuAG:Ce.  
 In 2005, Nikl et al. [25] introduced Pr-doped LuAG in an attempt to achieve faster 
5d-4f emission with respect to Ce
3+
 ions.  The crystal in this work was grown using the 
micro-pulling-down method with a Pr concentration of 0.25 at% with respect to Lu.  A 
dominant peak emission was observed around 306nm.  Photoluminescence decay of 
310nm emission excited by 280nm was fitted to a single exponential and yielded 17ns.  
Multicomponent scintillation decay using a 
22
Na source yielded a slightly longer 
dominant component of 25ns and long component of 1.1μs.  
 It follows that current efforts to improve scintillation performance in single 
crystal LuAG involve the selection and combination of new dopant variations for 
achieving more efficient energy transfer to the intended luminescent center or for 
“engineering” crystalline defects responsible for degraded fluorescence characteristics.  
Defect engineering of LuAG is currently being pursued in works by Stanek et al. [26, 27] 





 dopants in rare-earth garnets.  Efforts to improve the efficiency of energy 
transfer to Ce
3+
 in LuAG by the incorporation of Tb
3+
 activator has been recently 
addressed in the work of Zhuravleva et al. [28] and is discussed further in Chapters 3 and 
4.  Concentrations of dopants used in powder and ceramic synthesis are based on the 
values used in this work. 
 
2.4 Citrate-Nitrate Combustion and Flame-Spray Pyrolysis of LuAG Powder 
 In 2006, Cutler et al. performed an investigation into the phase equilibria of the 
Lu2O3-Al2O3 phase diagram to study the phase instability of LuAP.  The results of this 
work were presented as a poster which can be reference in Appendix A.  In this work, 
various compositions of mixed pure constituent oxides were reacted at 1500°C repeatedly 
for several hours.  Although the results of the solid state reactions were inconclusive, a 
novel citrate-nitrate combustion technique identified in previous works to synthesize 
phase-pure YAG powder was applied to the LuAM compound in order to confirm the 
crystal structure reference in the Powder Diffraction File of Lu4Al2O9.  As the results 
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show, single phase LuAM was successfully synthesized using this method thus 
confirming the reference data.  It is interesting to note that after thorough literature 
search, this is the only known report to date of phase-pure LuAM synthesized via 
solution.  These results, coupled with the emerging works on preformed LuAG powders 
and further attempts at transparent ceramics were a few of the motivating factors for this 
thesis. 
  One of the earliest known reports of LuAG synthesized via a citrate-nitrate 
method was the work of Cicillini et al. [29] in 2003 to synthesize Tm-doped LuAG for x-
ray detection.  After mixing the metal nitrates and citric acid with appropriate 
stoichiometry and heated to 60°C, ethylene glycol was added and heated to 90°C in order 
to produce a polymeric resin.  The resulting resin was calcined in air at temperatures 
ranging from 800-1100°C for 4 hours.  X-ray diffraction analysis showed single phase 
LuAG and calculation of crystallite size from the width of the Bragg peaks showed a 
slight increase from 22nm to 29nm over the full temperature range.  Tm
3+
 doping in 
LuAG exhibits strong blue emission at 460nm and 480nm, however microsecond decay 
times are not compatible for fast timing applications. 
 In 2007, Cherepy et al. [30] also synthesized LuAG using a citrate-nitrate method.  
In this work, the mixture was stirred at 80°C, dried for 24 hours at 110°C, and calcined at 
1100°C for 4 hours.  X-ray diffraction results showed single phase LuAG and electron 
microscopy revealed particle sizes between 20-50nm.  Fluorescence intensity of powders 
with cerium concentration ranging from 0.05-2.00 mol% were shown to vary with 0.25% 
showing the highest intensity.  
Also in 2007, Li et al. [31] synthesized LuAG powders with varying 
concentrations of Ce using a citrate-nitrate method.  In this work, the mixed solution was 
heated to 180°C and allowed to evolve into a “yellowish, fluffy precursor.”  The 
precursor was calcined between 700-100°C for 2 hours in air.  XRD showed weak 
crystalline peaks below 900°C and intense phase-pure peaks up to 1000°C.  Electron 
microscopy revealed particle sizes in the range of 20-50nm.  Of the cerium 
concentrations between 0.3%-1.5%, the emission intensity varied as observed in the work 
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by Cherepy.   A cerium concentration of 0.5% Ce was observed to have the highest 
intensity. 
 The first known report on flame-spray pyrolysis of LuAG was published by Kuntz 
et al. in 2007 [32].  The process used Lu, Al, and Ce-based salts dissolved in an organic 
solvent.  The solution was atomized and injected into a methane-oxygen flame where the 
salts were combusted and the resulting powder was collected on a filter plate.  
Transmission electron micrographs showed spherical-shaped, non-agglomerated particles 
with an average size of 30nm. 
 
2.5 Sintering of Polycrystalline LuAG Ceramics 
 In addition to combustion and FSP powders, LuAG ceramics have been made by 
reacting constituent oxides during sintering (solid state) and with phase-pure LuAG 
powders synthesized using other precipitation methods (reverse strike, urea).  Parameters 
used in the synthesis of polycrystalline LuAG ceramics between 2005 and 2007 are 
summarized in Table 1.  The data is separated into four categories: powder preparation, 
sintering, post-processing, and ceramic results.  Photographic images of ceramics from 
works that provide them are shown in Figure 8. 
 All powders were formed into circular discs under isostatic pressure between 125-
200 MPa.  Most sintering methods involved annealing under a vacuum to allow gases 
trapped during pelletization to flow out during densification since the pressure of gases 
trapped in pores is equal to the pressure of the sintering atmosphere [13].  Sintering 
temperatures were typically around 1800°C with hold times from 4-10 hours.  The long 
hold times allowed for significant grain growth as observed in the differences between 
starting particle sizes in nanometers and the resulting grain sizes in micrometers. 
 A few select authors used post-processing steps to enhance the physical and 
optical properties of the ceramics.  Li [33] and Liu [36] used an air anneal post-
processing step in order to remove carbon contaminants, introduced by the carbon 
vacuum furnace, from the surface of the samples. The air anneal also was used to remove 
oxygen vacancies formed during sintering due to the lack of oxygen in the annealing 
atmosphere.  In the work by Kuntz [32], significant porosity was observed in beoth of the 
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Table 1. Experimental parameters and physical data on powder and polycrystalline synthesis of Lu3Al5O12 from previous works. 
NR – Not Reported 
* Particle size of Al2O3/Lu2O3, respectively 
† Isostatic Pressure 
‡ Percent transmission around 550nm 
Author/ Year Method























Li [33]       
2005 
Solid-State 50/250* 200 Vacuum 1770 10 Air 1450 - 20 0.5 99.5% 70 NR




160 180 Hydrogen 1850 6 - - - - 1.0 99.9% 72 20




30 200 Vacuum 1800 10 - - - - 1.5 99.8% 65 6
Liu [31]     
2006
Combustion 40 200 Vacuum 1850 10 Air 1450 - 20 0.8 NR 50 8
Cherepy [30] 
2007
Combustion 35 - Vacuum 1800+ > 4 - - - - 2.0 NR 75 1-50
Kuntz [32] 
2007





30 125 Vacuum 1800 8 Ar 1800 207 3 0.7 98.7% 73 1-15




Figure 8.  Photographic images of Lu3Al5O12 polycrystalline ceramics from previous works: (a) 
solid-state reaction sintering of LuAG:Ce by Li [33], (b) hydrogen sintering of revere-strike 
prereacted undoped LuAG powder by Liao [34], (c) vacuum sintering of combustion-synthesized 
prereacted LuAG:Ce powder by Cherepy [30], (d) vacuum sinter (left) and subsequent hot-
isostatic-pressing (right) of flame-spray-pyrolysis prereacted LuAG:Ce powder by Kuntz [32], 
and (e) solid-state reaction sintering of LuAG:Ce (left) and subsequent hot-isostatic-pressing 
(right) also by Kuntz [27]. 
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ceramics sintered using solid-state and FSP powders.  To achieve higher density by 
reducing the pore size, Hot-Isostatic-Pressing (HIPing) using inert gas was performed on 
the samples after vacuum sintering.   It was reported that the optical clarity of the 
resulting FSP ceramic was improved by HIPing due to the reduced porosity.  This can be 
observed in Figure 8d.   
  Nearly all of the LuAG ceramics reported in Table 1 are doped with cerium.  The 
only exception is Liao, who sintered undoped LuAG ceramics [34], Figure 8b, and then 
Tb-doped and Tb,Sc-codoped ceramics [37], the latter not being reported in Table 2 since 
no physical data on those ceramics were reported.  All Ce-doped ceramics in Figure 8 are 
yellow-green in color which is characteristic of LuAG:Ce.  Fluorescence measurements 
of these ceramics match well with single crystal LuAG:Ce.  Absorbance spectra show a 
more plateau shape at the Ce absorption bands compared to single crysal [30, 32], which 
may be an effect of scattering from grain boundaries. 
 Building upon the citrate-nitrate combustion synthesis of phases in the Lu2O3-
Al2O3 system as described in the beginning of this section, the initial investigations of 
this thesis focused on employing similar sintering and post-processing steps shown in 
Table 1 to the combustion-synthesized powders in order to synthesize transparent LuAG 
polycrystalline ceramics.  The combustion-synthesized powders were codoped with 
cerium and terbium to further investigate the effects of terbium codoping from the work 
of Zhuravleva [28].  The ladder part of this work focused on a novel method for sintering 
polycrystalline transparent ceramics using spark-plasma-sintering with nanosize 
prereacted LuAG powder synthesized via flame-spray-pyrolysis.  As will be shown in 
Chapter 4, the fast sintering times of SPS allows for reduced grain growth as well as void 
coalescence; both being processes that could increase the scattering of scintillation light 




3. Experimental Procedures 
 
3.1 Single Crystal Synthesis: Czochralski Method 
 Single crystal Lu3Al5O12 with a nominal Ce dopant concentration of 1.0at%, 
based on lutetium, was grown using a Cyberstar Oxypuller Czochralski (Cz) growth 
furnace at the Scintillation Materials Research Center (SMRC) at the University of 
Tennessee.  Prior to crystal growth, powders of Lu2O3, Al2O3, and CeO2 with purities of 
99.99% or better were used as starting materials.  The raw powders were mixed in 
stoichiometric ratios and weighed based on the desired volume of melt inside the 
crucible.  Since the liquid density of LuAG was not known, the volume was calculated 
with respect to the solid density. 
 The raw powders were placed in an iridium crucible with dimensions 60mm in 
diameter and 60mm tall.  The crucible was heated by water-cooled induction coils and an 
8 kHz power supply.  In order to prevent iridium oxidation, a flowing gas atmosphere 
containing nitrogen mixed with less than 0.2% O2 was used during heating.  A Dymaxion 
Dycor residual gas analyzer was used to monitor the concentration of oxygen in the 
atmosphere.  Growth of the crystal was controlled via a proportional-integral-derivative 
feedback loop where the derivative of the crystal mass is the process variable, measured 
using a load cell, and the induction generator power is the controlled parameter.   A 
single crystal Lu3Al5O12 seed with [111] crystal orientation, purchased from Crytur, Ltd., 
was attached to an iridium pulling rod and used to grow a single crystal of constant 
diameter with an average crystal pulling rate of 2mm/hour and a rotation speed of 10 
rpm.  After completion, the crystal was allowed to cool under the flowing atmosphere.  
The seed crystal is shown in Figure 9 and the Cyberstar system is shown in Figure 10.   
 Single crystal Lu3Al5O12 nominally codoped with 1.0% Ce and 3.0% Tb, obtained 
for comparison in this study, was grown by M. Zhuravleva et al.[28] using the same 
instrument at the SMRC.  The same method was followed for preparation of starting 
materials, with the addition of pure Tb4O7.  There are some notable differences between 
the growth of this crystal and the one described above.  First, the crystal was nucleated 




Figure 9. Photograph of the LuAG:Ce [111]-oriented seed crystal used in the Czochralski 








Second, the flowing atmosphere used was pure N2 in order to match the atmosphere of 
the single crystals grown using the micro-pulling-down, as discussed in the next section.  
Lastly, the pull rate was 1.0 mm/hour with a rotation speed of 10 rpm.   
 A praseodymium-doped Lu3Al5O12 crystal, obtained for comparison in the study 
was also grown at the SMRC by M. Koschan (formerly M. Spurrier) [38].  The boule was 
grown from a charge of raw powders consisting of Lu2O3, Al2O3, and Pr6O11 with purities 
of 99.99% or greater.  The amount of added Pr
3+
 was calculated at 1.0 at% with respect to 
lutetium.  The crystal was nucleated from the end of an iridium pin and pulled at an 
average rate of 1.2 mm/hour and a rotation speed of 10 rpm.  The flowing atmosphere 
was N2 mixed with less than 0.2% O2. 
 
3.2 Single Crystal Synthesis: Micro-Pulling-Down Method 
Lu3Al5O12 single crystals doped with varying amounts of Ce and Tb, referred 
from [28], were grown by M. Zhuravleva et al. at Tohoku University in Sendai, Japan 
using the micro-pulling-down (MPD) method.  Prior to crystal growth, powders of 
Lu2O3, Al2O3, CeO2, and Tb4O7 with purities of 99.99% or better were used as starting 
materials.  The raw powders were weighed and mixed in stoichimotric ratios to obtain 
four LuAG crystals with the following compositions: (1) 0.3% Ce, 0.3% Tb, (2) 0.3% Ce, 
3.0% Tb, (3) 1.0% Ce, 3.0% Tb, and (4) 1.0% Ce, 10.0% Tb.  Compositions are based on 
at% with respect to Lutetium. 
The raw powers were placed in an iridium crucible with a square-shaped 4mm x 
4mm nozzle and a ~1mm diameter capillary.  A 30mm-long iridium after-heater was used 
to support the crucible and provide a stable thermal gradient.  The crucible was 
inductively heated using an RF generator and ramped for 2 hours from room temperature 
until melt droplets were visually observed emanating from the nozzle.  A [111]-oriented 
LuAG seed crystal was used to initiate crystal growth from the melt meniscus.  The 
crystal was pulled at a rate of 0.05 mm/minute until a full diameter of 4mm was reached, 
then the pull rate was increased and held constant at 0.15 mm/minute.  A flowing gas 




3.3 Powder Synthesis: Citrate-Nitrate Combustion and Flame-Spray-Pyrolysis 
 Phase-pure Lu3Al5O12 powders were synthesized at the SMRC using a 
combustion technique that reacts metal nitrates with citric acid.  The raw materials used 
consist of Lu2O3, Al(NO3)3-9H2O, Ce(NO3)3-6H2O, Pr(NO3)3-H2O, Tb(NO3)3-XH2O, 
and C6H8O7-H2O.  The raw materials were calculated and weighed to obtain 
stoichiometry based on the 3:5 Lu-Al cation ratio for the final LuAG powder.  Also, 
dopant nitrates were calculated and weighed in at% of the cation with respect to lutetium.  
The combustion process begins with dissolving the lutetium oxide in 250mL of 
concentrated nitric acid heated to 65°C in order to produce lutetium nitrate.  In a separate 
beaker, aluminum nitrate and the desired dopant nitrate(s) are dissolved in 250mL of de-
ionized water and stirred for 3 hours.  The nitrate solutions are then mixed and stirred for 
3 hours while citric acid is dissolved in 250mL of de-ionized water and also stirred for 3 
hours.  The citric acid solution is then added to the metal nitrate solution at an average 
rate of 1 mL/second and the entire solution is constantly stirred using a magnetic agitator 
at 200 rpm and heated to 90°C to evaporate the water.   
After many hours, the solution turns into a sticky gel with the evolution of brown 
fumes.  The sticky gel is placed in an oven at 150°C where it transforms into a dry cake-
like precursor.  The precursor is ground into a powder using an agate mortar and pestle 
and is annealed in a muffle air furnace at 1000°C where auto-combustion takes place, 
organic material is evaporated, and a phase-pure oxide powder is produced.  Different 
annealing times were used for certain powders and are discussed further in Chapter 4, 
along with the concentrations of dopants for each powder. Because of the use of 
concentrated acid and the evolution of potentially toxic fumes, the solutions were 
processed under s fume hood. 
Phase-pure Pr-doped LuAG nanopowder synthesized using flame-spray-pyrolysis 
was obtained from Nanocerox, Inc. located in Ann Arbor, MI. The proprietary process 
involves combusting aerosols of metal-organic alcohol solutions with oxygen or air in a 
reaction chamber at temperatures between 1200-2000°C.  Rapid quenching of the 
combusted material produces essentially un-agglomerated, nanoscale particles with the 




3.4 Polycrystalline Synthesis: High-Temperature Annealing and Hot-Isostatic-Pressing 
Three grams from each of the four cerium-terbium codoped powders produced 
from the citrate-nitrate combustion synthesis method were pressed into pellets using a 
1.0cm diameter stainless steel die and 18000 psi of pressure.  Small amounts of 
tetraethyl-orthosilicate (TEOS), used as a sintering aid in YAG as prevention for large 
grain growth [39], were mixed in the first two codoped powders pressed into pellets. The 
pellets were then sent for ceramic sintering at American Isostatic Presses (AIP), Inc. 
located in Columbus, OH.  First, the pellets were annealed in vacuum at 1750°C for 10 
hours with a ramp rate of 10°C/min.  After annealing, the samples were hot-isostatcially-
pressed at 1800°C with a pressure of 30,000 psi for 3 hours.  Figure 11 shows the HIP 
instrument and Figure 12 shows the HIP cycle data used by AIP. 
 
3.5 Polycrystalline Synthesis: Spark-Plasma-Sintering 
Approximately one gram of the FSP powder from Nanocerox was processed into 
a ceramic using Spark-Plasma-Sintering at Thermal Technology, L.L.C. located in Santa 
Rosa, Ca.  Figure 13 is an image of a Thermal Technology SPS instrument taken at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory.  Inside the vacuum chamber, a graphite die filled with 
material is pressed between the graphite plungers and a low voltage, high current pulse is 
applied to the die to flash-heat the material and induce sintering.  The nanopowder was 
loaded into a 12mm die with graphite foil liners, placed in a 1x10
-3
 Torr vacuum, and 
processed to a peak temperature of 1700°C with maximum pressure of 100MPa and held 
for 5 minutes.  Detailed ramp rates for temperature and pressure are shown in the SPS 
data sheet located in Appendix B. 
 
3.6 Crystal Structure and Physical Properties Characterization 
 Crystal structures of powders, ceramics, and single crystals were investigated 
using a Philips X’Pert X-ray Diffractometer as shown in Figure 14.  X-ray diffraction 














Figure 13. Thermal Technology, Inc. spark plasma sintering instrument at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory.  A similar instrument was used to synthesize transparent polycrystalline LuAG:Pr 




Figure 24. Philips X’Pert wide-angle x-ray diffractometer used to characterize crystal structures 
of Lu3Al5O12 powders and ceramics. 
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two-theta and the total collection time for each pattern was approximately 1 hour.  The 
data were analyzed using X’Pert Highscore Plus software. 
 For single crystals, determination of crystal structure using XRD requires multiple 
orientations of crystallites to compare with the powder diffraction files of different 
compounds.  Therefore samples of each single crystal were ground into a powder using 
an agate mortar and pestle.  These powders, along with the preformed powders from the 
citrate-nitrate and FSP methods, were mounted to low-background sample holders using 
an amorphous organic binder to be analyzed. Polycrystalline ceramics have randomly-
oriented grains which allow them to be analyzed in bulk form without the need to crush 
samples into powders. 
Particle morphology of powders and grain size characterization of densified 
ceramics was analyzed using a Hitachi 4300 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).  For 
particle morphology, small amounts of powder were placed on carbon tape and loaded 
into the vacuum chamber.  The SEM images were produced under vacuum of 1.8 x 10
-4
 
Pa and an electron beam energy of 10kV.   
 
3.7 Scintillation and Fluorescence Characterization 
 Absolute light yield measurements were taken using a Hamamatsu R2059 
photomultiplier tube and standard NIM electronics as shown in Figure 15.  Single crystal 
samples were coupled to the PMT using optical coupling grease and covered using a 
PTFE-lined dome-shaped reflector.  Spectra were obtained using a Tukan 8k multi-
channel analyzer and analyzed using Gaussian peak-fitting functions.  Absolute light 
yield for each crystal is calculated using the formula 
     
  
  
   
  
  
     
 
where C0 and C1 are the photopeak centroids of the single photoelectron and the sample, 
respectively, G0 and G1 are the gain values, Eγ is the source energy, and QE is the 
quantum efficiency of the PMT. 
 Scintillation decay time measurements were performed using two Photonis 




Figure 15. Absolute light yield setup. 
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This configuration is demonstrated in Figure 16.  Timing spectra were taken using 
Maestro software and analyzed using multi-component decay curves manually defined in 
Origin Pro 7.0.  The decay equation is of the form 
          
  
         
  
             
  
    
where t1 to tn are the decay time constants of up to n luminescent centers. 
 Optical absorbance measurements of single crystal and polycrystalline samples 
were taken using a Varian Cary 5000 spectrophotometer as shown in Figure 17.  The 
instrument uses a ratio of the intensity of the sample beam to the intensity of a reference 
to determine absorbance.   The reference sample holder was left empty for all 
measurements.  Spectra were taken from 200nm to 800nm at a scan rate of 200 nm/min.   
 Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra were taken using a Hitachi F4500 
spectrofluorometer, shown in Figure 18.  All spectra were taken in reflection mode using 
a PMT voltage of 750V, convergence slits at 2.5nm, and a scan rate of 240 nm/minute.  
Optical filters were used in the event the secondary wavelengths of the excitation light 
overlapped the emission capture range.   
 Photoluminescence decay time spectra were taken using a Jobin Yvon Fluorolog 
3, shown in Figure 19, with pulsed nano-LED emitters.  Timing spectra parameters for all 
samples used 900V, 800ns window, and a 1MHz pulse rate for the LED.  Excitation and 
emission monochromators were used in the selection and detection of specific 
wavelengths with respect to characteristic excitation and emission wavelengths of cerium 
and praseodymium.    The timing spectra were analyzed using the same equation 
described above for scintillation decay time analysis. 
 Radioluminescence spectra were taken using an x-ray generator and an emission 
monochromator.  The samples were measured using reflection mode geometry with a 
scan rate of approximately 200 nm/minute.  The x-ray source was set to 30 kV and 0.1 























4.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Crystal Structure Characterization 
 It is important to determine whether all synthesized samples are phase-pure LuAG 
before discussing the results.  Figure 20 shows the Bragg reflection peaks for the 
Lu3Al5O12 phase obtained from the LuAG reference pattern in the HighScore Plus 
inorganic crystal structure database [41].  Figure 21 compiles the XRD patterns for the 
combustion synthesized powders, Cz crystals, and the SPS ceramic.  It was observed in 
all pattern analyses that each sample exhibited the LuAG reflection peaks observed in 
Figure 20.  XRD patterns for the MPD crystals also exhibited single phase LuAG, 
however cathodoluminescence revealed trace amounts of constituent oxide impurities due 
to a modified composition caused by the rejection and radial segregation of dopants 
during MPD growth [28].  
 
4.2 Single Crystal Synthesis 
 As was demonstrated in Figure 21, synthesis of phase-pure LuAG was successful 
in all single crystal growth runs.  Figure 22 shows the resulting crystal boules for each 
Czochralski-grown single crystal used in this study.  Every boule exhibited varying 
degrees of cracking after growth but small uniform samples were able to be cut from each 
for scintillation and fluorescence analysis.  Figure 22a is a photo of a 1.0at% Pr-doped 
LuAG single crystal solidified from the tip of an iridium pin.  The boule was grown 
under slight oxygen atmosphere and is observed to be clear in appearance with a slight 
green color.  Figure 22c and 22d show the cerium-terbium codoped and cerium-only 
doped single crystals, respectively.   The codoped crystal was solidified from the tip of an 
iridium pin and the Ce-doped crystal was solidified from a [111]-oriented seed crystal.  
Both exhibit a yellowish-green color.  Visible inclusions toward the bottom of the 
codoped boule are attributed to changes in the melt composition during growth possibly 
due to a crucible leak [28].  
Although it was the last of the Cz crystals grown, the LuAG:Ce boule was the 








Figure 21. X-ray diffraction patterns for Lu3Al5O12 combustion synthesized powders, Czochralski-grown single crystals, and spark-




Figure 22. Czochralski-grown Lu3Al5O12 single crystals grown at the Scintillation Materials 
Research Center with dopants (a) 1.0at% Pr, (b) 1.0at% Ce, 3.0at% Tb, and (c) 1.0% Ce 
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crystal because the constituent materials were weighed based on the solid density of 
LuAG rather than the liquid density, which allowed the final level of the liquid melt to 
rise just high enough that the seed could not be observed from the growth station viewing 
window when it was submerged.  Therefore, initialization of growth was judged based on 
instrument parameters and readings from the mass balance.  As observed by the 
disfiguration at the interface of the seed crystal around the neck region, solidification of 
the crystal was not uniform. 
The micro-pulling-down single crystals referenced in this work are shown in 
Figure 23.  These crystals are codoped with varying amounts of cerium and terbium and 
are the basis for the doping scheme used in the combustion-synthesized powders and 
ceramics.  These rod-shaped MPD crystals were formed with dimensions of 4mm in 
diameter and 100mm in length.  Although XRD measurements exhibited single-phase 
LuAG, cathodoluminescence measurements revealed secondary inclusions of Al2O3 and 
CeO2 [28].  This was shown to be the effect of a high segregation of cerium and terbium 
ions in the melt due to rejection of the dopants in the LuAG crystal lattice by the 
segregation coefficient for these ions. 
 
4.3 Powder and Ceramic Synthesis 
 The first efforts toward synthesizing prereacted powder for ceramic processing 
was pursued using cirate-nitrate combustion synthesis to produce LuAG:Ce,Tb powder 
with the same nominal dopant concentrations as the MPD crystals.  The first four lines in 
Table 2 list the synthesis parameters and physical properties for the combustion-
synthesized powders and their resulting ceramics.  The precursors of citrate-nitrate 
process were annealed for 10 hours based on the author’s previous experience in 
synthesizing compounds using lutetium oxide and aluminum oxide as discussed in 
Chapter 2.  The long annealing times are one possible explanation as to the broad 
distribution of particle sizes from sub-micron up to 5 microns as shown in Figure 24.  It 
was observed that previous works used washing and filtering of prereacted powder to 
obtain small particles with a uniform size distribution.  This was attempted by the author 




Figure 23. Single crystal Lu3Al5O12 grown using the micro-pulling-down method [23] with 
dopant concentrations (a) 0.3at% Ce, 0.3at% Tb; (b) 0.3at% Ce, 3.0at% Tb; (c) 1.0at% Ce, 
3.0at% Tb; and (d) 1.0at% Ce, 10.0at% Tb. 
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Figure 24. SEM micrograph of combustion-synthesized LuAG 1.0at% Ce, 3.0at% Tb.  The 
relatively large and diverse particle sizes shown here are also found in the other three 
combustion-synthesized codoped ceramics. 
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distribution along with a filter step, however not enough powder could be collected from 
a 2.5-micron prefilter to use in pressing a bulk ceramic. 
 After determining successful incorporation of dopants using fluorescence, which 
have similar spectra to the ones shown for the ceramics in the next section, the 
combustion-synthesized powders were sintered into densified ceramics using a vacuum 
anneal and subsequent hot-isostatic-pressing.  The HIPping step was followed from the 
work by Kuntz who observed that sizes of pores resulting from grain boundary mismatch 
might be reduced using such a process [32].  It is noted however, that these ceramics 
were not analyzed between the vacuum anneal and HIP processes.  From the resulting 
ceramic pellets, 1mm-thick samples were cut perpendicular to the pellet faces and then 
annealed for 12 hours at 1450°C in order to remove oxygen vacancies developed from 
sintering in vacuum.  The resulting ceramics are shown in Figure 25.  The dark green 
discoloration observed on the corners of the first sample is residual evidence of the effect 
of oxygen vacancies on the optical properties of the material.  Also, large, lighter, and 
more opaque areas are observed emanating from within the bulk of the ceramics.  The 
cause of this was not ultimately determined, but it is speculated that there may have been 
error in the measured amount of sintering aid, TEOS, added to the powders prior to 
densification.  However, as will be shown, the fluorescence analysis was not affected by 
this phenomenon. 
 The density of the 1mm–thick ceramics were measured to be as low as 95% dense 
and as high as 99.7% based on the single crystal density of LuAG (6.7 g/cc) as shown in 
Table 2; however they are nearly opaque in appearance.  The grain sizes were measured 
to be from 5-15 microns large as shown in Figure 26.  The starting particle size of the 
pre-reacted powders had a broad distribution ranging from less than 1μm up to 6μm, 
which is one of the reasons the grain sizes are relatively large.  Although as was shown in 
Table 1, nanosize particles can still grow into micrometer-size grains when long sintering 
times are employed.  The reason the LuAG:Ce,Tb ceramic samples are opaque is most 
likely due to the non-symmetrical particle morphology in addition to the large particle 






Figure 25. Polycrystalline ceramic Lu3Al5O12 synthesized by vacuum annealing and hot-isostatic 
pressing of combustion-synthesized prereacted LuAG powder with dopant concentrations (a) 
0.3at% Ce, 0.3at% Tb; (b) 0.3at% Ce, 3.0at% Tb; (c) 1.0at% Ce, 3.0at% Tb; and (d) 1.0at% Ce, 








Figure 26. (a) optical and (b) SEM micrographs of Lu3Al5O12 0.3at% Ce, 0.3at% Tb 
polycrystalline ceramic after HIP and air anneal.  Grain sizes range from 5-15μm.  Similar grain 
sizes were observed for the other three LuAG:Ce,Tb polycrystalline ceramics. 
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 relatively large voids which allow significant scattering and reflection of light within the 
sample.   
The method of spark-plasma-sintering was identified during investigation into alternative 
routes toward transparent LuAG.   Also during this investigation, prereacted LuAG nano-
sized powder was identified and purchased from Nanocerox, Ltd. to attempt to achieve 
grain sizes smaller than the previously published values from Table 1 using the SPS 
method.  Figure 27 is an SEM image of the FSP powder.  The average particle size is 
quoted by Nanocerox to be approximately 200nm which is represented well in the SEM 
micrograph.  The SPS ceramic made from this powder, shown in Figure 28, resulted in a 
dark, but optically transparent ceramic.  The clarity of the sample was degraded due to 
the incorporation of carbon particles from the graphite die during sintering.  After the 
pellet was ground and polished from ~2.0mm to 0.8mm thick, half of the sample was 
annealed for 48 hours at 850°C to remove the residual carbon impurities.  The result of 
the post-process anneal is an optically-clear transparent ceramic.  However, the clarity is 
slightly degraded due to small voids left over from the escape of carbon from the post-
process anneal, as shown in Figure 29a.  Also some residual carbon particles are still 
present in the bulk ceramic.  After fluorescence and scintillation measurements, the clear 
ceramic half was thermally etched at 1450°C in air for approximately 1 hour.  Figure 29b 
shows the grain structure of the SPS ceramic in an area free of voids and the average 
grain size is observed to be from 1-3μm with well-matched grain boundaries.  This is the 
smallest known average grain size reported for an optically transparent LuAG ceramic. 
 
4.4 LuAG:Ce and LuAG:Ce,Tb Fluorescence and Scintillation 
  The electronic structures of rare-earth dopants in LuAG are similar to those 
found in YAG.  Figure 30 shows the electronic structure of cerium and terbium, as well 
as ytterbium and praseodymium, in the YAG matrix [42]. LuAG:Ce has shown to have 
broad absorbance peaks at 217nm, 345nm, and 450nm and broad double-peak emission 
around 512nm and 547nm [24]; all of which are characteristic of the 5d-4f transitions of 
Ce
3+
.  LuAG:Tb has shown to have strong fluorescence excitation around 270nm and 






Figure 27. SEM micrograph of Pr-doped Lu3Al5O12 powder syntheised by flame-spray-pyrolysis 




Figure 28. LuAG:Pr transparent ceramic synthesized using spark plasma sintering with 
Nanocerox powder.  Sample diameter is 12mm.  Lighter half was annealed for 48 hours in air to 




Figure 29.  (a) SEM micrograph of an area of the annealed LuAG:Pr SPS ceramic showing 
voids. (b) SEM micrograph of the an area of the annealed LuAG:Pr SPS ceramic without voids.   






Figure 30. Energy level diagram of various RE
3+
 ions in Y3Al5O12 [37].  Filled-in half circles are 
levels at which fluorescence is observed. 
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FJ (J=6,7,8,9) transitions. The intention of codoping LuAG:Ce with terbium is  
to attempt to enhance energy transfer from the 
5
D3,2 states in Tb
3+
 to the 
2




Fluorescence characterization was performed on the Czochralski single crystals 
and the HIPped ceramics to determine successful incorporation and identification of 
dopants.  Figures 31 through 35 compare the fluorescence excitation and emission spectra 
for LuAG:Ce and  LuAG:Ce,Tb Czochralski (Cz) single crystals and the LuAG:Ce,Tb 
polycrystalline ceramics.  The intensities of the single crystal fluorescence spectra in 
Figures 31 and 32 are normalized in order to demonstrate the influence of terbium.  The 
excitation at 510nm emission for the Cz crystals shown in Figure 31 exhibits 
characteristic Ce
3+
 absorption for LuAG in both samples, and Tb
3+
 influence is evidenced 
by the increase in absorbance around 270nm for the codoped Cz crystal.  The emission at 
350nm excitation for the Cz crystals in Figure 32 exhibits characteristic Ce
3+
 double 
emission peaks in both crystals, and Tb
3+
 influence is again observed with a slight 
broadening of the emission curve around 543nm in the codoped Cz crystal.   
Similar excitation features at 510nm emission, Figure 33, are observed in the 
codoped ceramics as seen in the codoped Cz crystal.  Emission at 450nm excitation for 
the codoped ceramics shown in Figure 34 exhibits primarily Ce
3+
 double peak emission.  
Emission at 270nm excitation for the codoped ceramics shown in Figure 35 better 
exhibits the Tb
3+
 four-line transitions.  The excitation and emission fluorescence of the 
codoped ceramics match those observed for the codoped micro-pulling-down crystals 
reported by Zhuravleva [28]. 
Radioluminescence was taken of the ceramics and single crystals to determine the 
characteristic emission of these materials when excited with ionizing radiation.  The 
spectra in Figures 36 and 37 exhibit characteristic Ce
3+
 double-peak emission with 
maximum at 510nm for the single crystals and ceramics, respectively.  However, with 
increasing Tb concentration the maximum effective emission peak shifts to characteristic 
Tb
3+







Figure 31. Normalized fluorescence excitation spectra at 510nm emission of LuAG:Ce and 




Figure 32. Normalized fluorescence emission spectra at 350nm excitation of LuAG:Ce and 




























 crystal have been attributed to luminescence of self-trapped excitons at LuAl antisite 
defects (AD) [44].  Suppression of the ~300nm AD emission in the codoped samples is  
most likely due to Tb
3+
 absorption observed in the absorbance spectra of the Cz crystals 
in Figure 38. 
Absorbance spectra were taken of the single crystal and ceramic samples to 
investigate characteristic absorption wavelengths of the host material and dopant ions.    
For the absorbance spectra for the Cz crystals in Figure 38a, characteristic Ce
3+
 
absorption bands are observed at 217nm, 345nm, and 450nm.  For the codoped crystal, 
Tb
3+
 absorption is evidenced by the band located around 270nm.  These cerium and 
terbium bands are also observed in the spectra for the codoped ceramics in Figure 38b.  
The absorbance spectra for these samples were taken outside of the lighter, more opaque 
regions discussed from Figure 25.  Because of the poor optical quality of the codoped 
ceramics, no PMT responses were observed in scintillation measurements and therefore 
light yields and decay times for these samples could not be investigated. 
 For the Cz crystals, PMT response was observed and the measured absolute light 
yield spectra are shown in Figure 39.  The light yield for LuAG:Ce was calculated to be 
25,500 Nph/MeV which is well above the commonly accepted historical value for 
LuAG:Ce [20].  LuAG:Ce,Tb has a much weaker signal and the light yield was 
calculated to be only 4000 Nph/MeV.  The primary cause of the weakening of the light 
yield in the codoped crystal is most likely due to inefficient energy transfer to Ce
3+
 sites 
[28].   





 ions for use in multi-component fits to the scintillation decay data; 
which is performed to investigate the rate of scintillation decay for the single crystal 
dopant variations.  The fluorescence decay spectra and fitting results for LuAG:Ce and 
LuAG:Ce,Tb Cz crystals are shown in Figures 40 and 41, respectively.  Typically Ce
3+
 






Figure 38. Absorbance spectra of (a) LuAG:Ce and LuAG:Ce,Tb Czocrhalski-grown single 










Figure 40. Fluorescence decay of Czochralski-grown LuAG:Ce single crystal under 350nm 




Figure 41. Fluorescence decay of Czochralski-grown LuAG:Ce,Tb single crystal under 350nm 
excitation and 510nm emission. 
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is observed for the codoped crystal which is potentially due to Tb
3+
 contribution.  For 
scintillation decay shown in Figures 42 and 43, four- and five-component decay 
equations were utilized, respectively, with the last three time constants fixed at decay 
values measured for LuAl antisite defects by Zorenko [45] and the first one or two decay 
constants fixed using the values obtained from fluorescence decay.  Both models fit 
reasonably well to the observed spectra indicating the physical model for the scintillation 
timing between dopants and defects can be considered accurate. 
  
4.5 LuAG:Pr Fluorescence and Scintillation 
 Referring again to the energy level diagram in Figure 30, Pr
3+
 has been shown to 
have broad room-temperature emission with a dominant peak around 306nm which 













D2 transitions, respectively [25].  These are observed for the 
LuAG:Pr single crystal and polycrystalline ceramic radioluminescence shown in Figure 
44.  Pr
3+
 4f-5d and 4f-4f absorption is observed in the absorbance spectra shown in 
Figure 45.  The low absorbance of the Pr
3+
 4f-4f transitions in the SPS ceramic, observed 
in the magnified image of Figure 45c, is the result of the significantly lower amount of 
dopant in this sample compared to the single crystals. 
 Light yield measurements of the SPS ceramic are compared to those taken for the 
LuAG:Pr single crystals.  The light yield spectra are shown in Figure 46.  Both the 
Furukawa and SMRC single crystals have light yields calculated around 15,600 
Nph/MeV and 12,500 Nph/MeV, respectively.  The SPS ceramic shows a lower light 
yield of  around 7,200 Nph/MeV which is consistent with the reported value of another 
transparent ceramic LuAG:Pr by Yanagida et al. [46].  The lower light yield of the 
ceramic versus the single crystals can be from a couple of different factors.  First, it is 





















Figure 45. Absorption spectra for LuAG:Pr (a) Furukawa single crystal, (b) SMRC single 












was shown for cerium, increasing the doping concentration over 1.0at% resulted in 
significantly higher light yield.  Second, the lower light yield could also be the result of 
the scattering of scintillation photons from surfaces, grain boundaries, and voids within 
the polycrystalline ceramic.   
The fluorescence decay spectra and fitting results for LuAG:Pr Furukawa crystal, 
SMRC crystal, and SPS ceramic are shown in Figures 47, 48 and 49, respectively.  
Typically Pr
3+
 decay in LuAG of around 21ns is observed in all three.  Scintillation decay 
of the Furukawa and SMRC single crystals, shown in Figures 50 and 51 respectively, also 
show good fit to the four-component decay model using fixed antisite defect 
luminescence decay values.  The fixed fast components, taken from fluorescence decay, 
did not effectively match the spectra at the short time scale, so the fast component decay 
constant value for each crystal was allowed to be resolved during fitting.  However, the 
fast component remained close to the typical 20ns value of Pr
3+
 decay in LuAG.  The 
scintillation decay for the SPS ceramic, shown in Figure 52, could not be resolved using 
the fixed antisite defect luminescence model.  Single-component decay models were also 
not effective.  The spectra was best fit using a three-component model which has long 
time constants similar to antisite defect decay, however it is  unknown if these are the 
result  of antisite defects or other defects or impurities incurred from the sintering 
process. 
 
4.6 Comparative Analysis 
 Of the two single crystal melt-growth methods compared in this thesis for the 
synthesis of LuAG, the Czochralski method appears to have the advantage of large boule 
size and uniform distribution of dopants versus what was observed for micro-pulling-
down.  The MPD method does have the advantage of utilizing the full concentration of 
dopant ions in the melt and it can be pulled in a variety of shapes, however the radial 
segregation of the dopant is a significant hindrance to the overall quality and performance 






Figure 47. Fluorescence decay of polished LuAG:Pr single crystal from Furukawa Co., Ltd. 




Figure 48. Fluorescence decay of LuAG:Pr single crystal grown by Czochralski at the SMRC 











Figure 50. Scintillation decay of polished LuAG:Pr single crystal from Furukawa Co., Ltd. 






Figure 51. Scintillation decay of LuAG:Pr single crystal, grown by Czochralski at the SMRC, 











 As was reported by Zhuravleva, codoping LuAG:Ce with terbium does not 
beneficially contribute to the scintillation and fluorescence characteristics [28].  
However, with the right concentration of cerium, single crystal LuAG:Ce exhibits 
significant light yield and relatively fast decay which are comparable to some of the most 
widely utilized scintillator crystals in PET (e.g. LSO).  Praseodymium doping also results 
in relatively high light yield and significantly faster scintillation decay.  However the  
scintillation timing in single crystal LuAG suffers from long components due to antisite 
defect luminescence, which hinders its feasibility for fast timing applications.  Results 
from this work and others suggest that long AD luminescence might be avoided in 
transparent polycrystalline LuAG since these defects are primarily an attribute from the 
process of melt-growth.   
 However, the prospect of better performance from polycrystalline ceramics is 
hindered primarily due to scattering of scintillation light from surfaces of voids and grain 
boundaries within the material.  It may be possible to reduce this scattering by decreasing 
the overall average grain size, and hence the size of voids.  Transparent polycrystalline 
LuAG from previous works, as well as the codoped ceramics in this work, show similar 
average grain sizes albeit with some variation in the starting particle size and in the types 
of heat treatments utilized.  The main limitation of these processes to achieve smaller 
grain sizes is the long sintering times in the annealing process. The polycrystalline 
ceramic synthesized in this work by spark-plasma-sintering, which has significantly 
reduced sintering times, has an average grain size of 1-3 micrometers which is currently 
the lowest reported for a LuAG ceramic.  By sintering a larger pellet with the flame-spray 
powder, carbon impurities, which contributed to void formation observed in this sample, 
might be avoided in the bulk of the material.  Also, heat treatments that contribute to 
grain growth, yet are necessary to bake out the carbon impurities, could be kept to a 
minimum.  Therefore it may be possible to achieve a transparent ceramic with low void 
concentration along with an average grain size similar to the starting particle size of the 






5.   CONCLUSION 
 
 Single crystal and polycrystalline Lu3Al5O12 doped and codoped with RE
3+
 
elements were synthesized for comparison.  Single crystals, doped with cerium, 
praseodymium, and codoped with both cerium and terbium were grown by the 
Czochralski melt-pulling method.  The Ce-doped and Ce,Tb-codoped Cz crystals were 
compared to Ce,Tb-codoped single crystals grown using the micro-pulling-down 
technique.  LuAG single crystals grown using the Czochralski method resulted in more 
uniform distribution of dopants compared to single crystals grown using micro-pulling-
down [28].  The MPD single crystals were also compared to polycrystalline ceramics 
synthesized from prereacted LuAG powders.  Ce,Tb-codoped powders reacted using a 
citrate-nitrate combustion method were annealed in vacuum and hot-isostatically-pressed.  
Commercially obtained Pr-doped nanopowder was densified using the novel spark-
plasma-sintering method.   
For all synthesis methods, x-ray diffraction analysis showed successful formation 
of single-phase LuAG. Fluorescence and radioluminescence analysis also exhibited 
characteristic excitation and emission spectra for the RE
3+
 ions in LuAG.  It is observed 
through fluorescence and scintillation characterization of single crystals that codoping 
LuAG:Ce with terbium has a detrimental effect to the overall scintillation performance.  
In addition, scintillation decay kinetics of Czochralski-grown single crystal LuAG suffers 
long decay components from antisite defect luminescence which were confirmed using 
the corresponding values reported by Zorenko for AD luminescence [45] in multi-
component exponential decay fits to the scintillation decay data. 
 For the polycrystalline LuAG ceramics, samples synthesized by vacuum 
annealing and hot-isostatic-pressing using combustion synthesized prereacted powder 
exhibit low optical quality.  The polycrystalline ceramic synthesized by spark-plasma-
sintering using prereacted flame-spray-pyrolysis powder resulted in a sample that is 
optically transparent with scintillation characteristics similar to the LuAG:Pr transparent 
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ceramic values reported by Yanagida [46].  The average grain size of 1-3 micrometers for 
the SPS ceramic is currently the smallest reported for a LuAG ceramic, however the 
removal of carbon impurities introduced in the sintering process left significantly large 
voids in the material which reduced its overall optical clarity and scintillation 
performance.  Future investigation into transparent polycrystalline LuAG would include 
(1) increasing the size of the sample synthesized using SPS to avoid carbon impurities 
and in turn reduce the level of post-process annealing which contributes to grain growth, 
and (2) request LuAG:Ce flame-spray powder and sinter using SPS in order to obtain an 
optically transparent, high light yield, fast scintillator that could potentially avoid the 
detrimental long decay components of antisite defect luminescence observed from melt-
grown single crystals. 
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Phase Equilibria and Crystal Chemistry in the Lu2O3-Al2O3 System
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Single crystal cerium-doped LuAlO3 has the potential of
being used in numerous applications including nuclear
medicine, security monitoring, geophysical exploration,
and non-destructive testing where efficient and fast
scintillators are required. The calculated phase diagram
for the Lu2O3-Al2O3 system [1] shows the compounds
Lu3Al5O12 with the garnet structure (LuAG) [2],
LuAlO3 with the perovskite structure (LuAP) [3], and
Lu4Al2O9 that crystallizes in the monoclinic crystal
system (LuAM) [4]. The calculated phase diagram
shows LuAlO3 as an incongruently melting compound
indicating that growing large crystals from the melt
(vertical Bridgman or Czochralski methods) would be
impossible. To experimentally determine the phase
equilibria in the Lu2O3-Al2O3 system various
compositions have been investigated using solid-state
synthesis as well as the citrate-nitrate method. X-ray
powder diffraction data revealed three phases present
for most of the samples synthesized at lower
temperatures using solid state techniques indicating that
equilibrium had not been achieved. However, using the
citrate-nitrate method nearly single phase Lu3Al5O12
and Lu4Al2O9 have been synthesized by firing at or
below 1000 oC. The synthesis of nearly single phase
Lu4Al2O9 results in improved x-ray powder diffraction
data for the phase.
PDFC Fig. 10396 system Lu2O3-Al2O3
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Citrate-Nitrate Method
Pure lutetium oxide powder and aluminum-nitrate monohydrate were
weighed out based on the Lu-Al cation ratio for each line compound.
The lutetium oxide was dissolved in concentrated nitric acid at ~60°C.
The aluminum-nitrate was dissolved in deionized water, added to the
solution, and stirred for three hours. Citric acid monohydrate dissolved
in dionized water was added to the solution and again stirred for three
hours. The solution was then placed on a hot plate at ~150°C to let the
solvent evaporate, leaving a flaky precursor. The precursor for each
compound was ground, pressed, and fired at 600°C. This process was





The samples were ground with an agate mortar pestle and the powders
were dispersed on single crystal Si zero background plates.. For phase
identification the powder diffraction data were collected on a Scintag PAD
V diffactometer using Cu K radiation. Data were collected between 10
and 70 two-theta a rate of 1o 2/min.
For Rietveld refinements the sample was contained in a deep well sample
holder and data were collected on a PANalytical MPD X’Pert PRO
diffractometer with an X’Celerator Real-Time Multiple Strip detector.
Data were collected between 10 and 70 two-theta and the total data
collection time was 10 minutes. The data were analyzed by the Rietveld
method using the EXGUI graphical interface [5] for the General Structure
Analysis System (GSAS) [6].
Results
Solid-State Synthesis
Compositions of 20, 40, 60, and 80 mol%
Al2O3 as well as 33.3, 50, and 62.5 mol%
Al2O3 for the line compounds are mixed
from pure oxide powders. After initially
being pressed into a pellet and fired at
800°C the samples undergo cycles of
grinding in an agate mortar and pestle,
pressing into a pellet and then firing at
higher temperatures up to a maximum of
1500°C.
These results in the Table above indicate that samples synthesized using solid state
techniques and fired at 1300 oC with less than 50 mol% Al2O3 have not reached
equilibrium. For samples with greater than 50 mol% Al2O3 the x-ray powder diffraction
data cannot be accounted for indicating the possibility of a new phase. LuAG is present
for all samples fired at 1500 oC implying that LuAM is not present below this
temperature. However, using the citrate nitrate method nearly single phase LuAM has
been synthesized by firing at 800 oC. Firing at 1000 oC results in a sharper x-ray
powder diffraction pattern. Shown below is the Rietveld refinement of the Lu4Al2O9
sample synthesized by the citrate nitrate method and fired at 1000 oC. Synthesis
attempts to produce single phase Lu3Al5O12 using citrate nitrate method also proved
successful whereas production attempts for single phase LuAlO3 proved unsuccessful.
Future work includes the
synthesis of a large batch of
single phase Lu4Al2O9 for a
neutron diffraction study.
This data will be used for
presenting improved powder
diffraction data (the current
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